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Abstract: Unsolicited e-mail also known as Spam has become a huge concern for each e-mail user. In recent times, it is very 
difficult to filter spam emails as these emails are produced or created or written in a very special manner so that anti-spam 
filters cannot detect such emails. This paper compares and reviews performance metrics of certain categories of supervised 
machine learning techniques such as SVM (Support Vector Machine), Random Forest, Decision Tree, CNN, (Convolutional 
Neural Network), KNN(K Nearest Neighbor), MLP(Multi-Layer Perceptron), Adaboost (Adaptive Boosting) Naïve Bayes 
algorithm to predict or classify into spam emails. The objective of this study is to consider the details or content of the emails, 
learn a finite dataset available and to develop a classification model that will be able to predict or classify whether an e-mail is 
spam or not. 
 Keyword: Spam Email, Classification, Dataset, Performance Metrics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Spam email is unsolicited and unwanted junk email sent out in massive amount or in bulk to an indiscriminate recipient list. 
Generally, spam is sent for commercial purposes[6]. It is sent  in massive volume by botnets, networks of infected computers. Spam 
email can often be a malicious attempt to gain access to your system. Spam prevents the user from making full and good utilization 
of cpu time, storage capacity and network bandwidth. It becomes a huge problem especially at times when there are Spam mails 
which come in between important business mails. Hence, it becomes inevitable to solve such problems which are encountered by 
spam email. So, this problem can be solved by using Machine Learning methods which can successfully detect and filter spam. It is 
also important to find out which technique or algorithm can best fit in the purpose of classifying spam mail. 
 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The person responsible for sending the spam messages is referred to as the spammer. Such a person gathers email addresses from 
different websites, chat rooms etc. The huge volume of Spam mails flowing through the computer networks have destructive effects 
on the memory space of the email server, communication bandwith, cpu power and user time. In all, existing system does not find 
spam mails effectively. Hence, it also results in untold financial losses to many users. It leads to low test and prediction accuracy, 
less security and also loss of data. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 
The field of Machine Learning includes several algorithms which result in their own particular levels of accuracy. At present, 
several experts are working in the email classification domain to classify an email into ham or spam or into phishing or legitimate. 
However, very  few review studies are available in the literature on spam email classification and phishing email classification from 
the text classification perspective.  
For example, Blanzieri and Bryl [4] presented a structured overview of existing learning-based approaches to spam filtering. In 
addition, a survey on datasets, text- and image-based features, performance measures, and spam filtering algorithms was presented. 
Guzella and Caminhas [5] investigated the available datasets, feature reduction techniques, and classification algorithms to identify 
spam emails.  
They also examined the literature on image-based spam email classification. Although both reviews are on spam email 
classification, they are outdated. In earlier research by AK Sharma, S Sahni [2]. Machine Learning algorithms such as ID3,J48,  
SimpleCart, ADTree were used. These algorithms produced the following accuracy results.[2] 
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Figure 1-Accuracy metrics 

 
Here, we observe that the above algorithms produced accuracy of upto maximum 92%.In the proposed methodology ,below we are 
using AdaBoost and other algorithms which provide accuracy of about 93-94%.  
 

IV. RELATED WORK 
Email is one of the most popular and frequently used ways of communicating due to its worldwide accessibility, relatively fast 
message transfer, and low sending cost .The flaw in email protocols and increasing amount of electronic business and financial 
transactions directly contribute to increasing in email based threats. The growth of email users has resulted in the dramatic 
increasing of spam emails during past few years. Spam in emails has become major issue. Spam messages consume space, network 
bandwidth & are of no use to receiver. It is very difficult to filter spam as spammers try to tackle processes carried out by filtering 
mechanism. This serious issue has generated need for efficient and effective anti spam filters that filter email into spam or ham 
email. Spam filters prevent spam emails from getting into users inbox. Email spam filters can filter emails on the basis of content 
base or on header base. Various spam filters are labeled into 2 categories Machine Learning and Non-Machine Learning. Machine 
learning algorithm in the area of spam filtering is most commonly used. Machine Learning plays a crucial role to render spam 
filtering more efficiently. 

V. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
In this paper, we are giving brief review on various machine learning algorithms such as SVM (Support Vector Machine), Random 
Forest, Decision Tree, CNN (Convolutional Neural Network), KNN(K Nearest Neighbor), MLP(Multi-Layer Perceptron), Adaboost 
(Adaptive Boosting) ,Naïve Bayes algorithm to predict or classify into spam emails. There are various SPAM datasets such as 
SPAM ARCHIVE, SPAMBASE, LINGSPAM etc to perform this experiment. We are using SPAMBASE dataset to evaluate 
performance of above algorithms in terms of Accuracy,Precision and Recall. 
 
1) SVM: It refers to support vector machine. It is basically a hyperplane which classifies data into classes.[9] 
2) Decision Tree: It uses tree representation to solve the problem in which leaf node corresponds to a class label and attributes are 

represented as internal nodes.[7] 
3) AdaBoost: It is short for Adaptive Boosting and is a very popular boosting technique which combines multiple weak classifiers 

into single strong classifier. 
4) KNN: It refers to k-nearest neighbor. It is a simple algorithm which performs classification based on similarity measure. 
5) Naïve Bayes: It is a supervised learning algorithm, which is based on Bayes theorem which is a probablistic classifier[11] . 
6) MLP: It refers to multi layer perceptron. It is formed from multiple layers of perceptron. It consists of three layers input,hidden 

and output layers.[8] 
7) Random Forest: It is a classifier that contains a number of decision trees on various subsets of given dataset and takes the 

average to improve the predictive accuracy of that dataset. 
8) CNN: It refers to convolutional neural network.It is similar to MLP but is more effective .It has much deeper layers and are 

sparsely connected rather than fully connected. 
 

A. Advantages 
1) Security is more. 
2)  Accuracy is more. 
3)  The performance classification of spam is further improved. 
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VI. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The system architecture shows the procedure followed for classification of mail into spam or not a spam(ham).   
 

 
Figure2:Architecture of Classification of Spam mail 

  
The architecture includes various steps such as uploading dataset, preprocessing the data i.e., splitting the data into training set 
and testing set, training the model by applying the respective classification algorithm and finally classifying whether the given 
mail is spam or not.[1] 
                               

VII. MODULES 
A. Upload SpamBase Dataset 
The selecting and uploading ‘spambase.data’ dataset and then click on ‘Open’ button to load dataset. Then the dataset is loaded.[1] 

 
B. Preprocess Dataset 
Preprocessing is the second module in our project. To read all values from dataset and then split data into train and test part where 
application used 80% dataset for training and 20% dataset for testing.[1] 

 
C. Run KNN, Naive Bayes & Multilayer Perceptron Algorithms 
We have to run all 3 algorithms and get their prediction metrics, we get evaluation metrics such as accuracy, recall and precision for 
all 3 algorithms.[1] 

 
Figure3: Evaluation metrics for KNN, Naïve Bayes and MLP Algorithm 
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D. Run SVM, Decision Tree & AdaBoost Algorithms 
First we have to run Run SVM[13], Decision Tree  & AdaBoost Algorithms. Then we will get metrics for SVM, decision tree and 
AdaBoost algorithms.[1] 

 
Figure4: Evaluation Metrics for SVM, Decision Tree and AdaBoost Algorithm 

 
E. Run Random Forest & CNN Algorithm 
We should run Random Forest & CNN Algorithm, then  we get evaluation metrics for CNN and Random Forest algorithms.[1] 

 
Figure5: Evaluation Metrics for Random Forest and  CNN Algorithm 

 
F. Accuracy Comparison Graph 
In graph x-axis represents algorithm name and y-axis represents accuracy of all those algorithms and from above graph we can 
conclude that MLP neural network give better prediction accuracy compare to all other algorithms.[1] 

 
Figure6: Accuracy Comparison Graph 
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G. Recall Comparison Graph 
In graph x-axis represents algorithm name and y-axis represents Recall values of all those algorithms.[1] 

 
Figure7: Recall Comparison Graph 

 
H. Precision Comparison Graph 
In graph x-axis represents algorithm name and y-axis represents Precision values of all those algorithms.[1] 

 
Figure8: Precision Comparison Graph 

 
VIII. TECHNOLOGY USED IN PROJECT 

A. User Interface 
The user interface of this system is a user friendly python Graphical User Interface created using tkinter module of python. 

B. Hardware Interfaces 
The interaction between the user and the console is achieved through python capabilities.  

C. Software Interfaces 
The required software is python. 

D. Operating Environment 
Windows 10 
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1) Hardware Requirements 
a) Processor   -  Pentium –IV 
b) Speed   -      1.1 Ghz 
c) RAM   -      256 MB(min) 
d) Hard Disk   -     6 GB and above 
e) Key Board   -      Standard Windows Keyboard 
f) Mouse   -      Two or Three Button Mouse 
g) Monitor                 -      SVGA 

2) Software Requirements 
h) Operating System  - Windows 10 
i) Programming Language - Python 3.8(Pycharm Editor) 
 

IX. RESULT 
In this review, we compared various machine learning algorithms such as SVM (Support Vector Machine), Random Forest, 
Decision Tree, CNN (Convolutional Neural Network), KNN(K Nearest Neighbor), MLP(Multi-Layer Perceptron), Adaboost 
(Adaptive Boosting) ,Naïve Bayes algorithm to predict or classify into spam emails. There are various SPAM datasets such as 
SPAM ARCHIVE, SPAMBASE, LINGSPAM etc to perform this experiment. We used SPAMBASE dataset to evaluate 
performance of above algorithms in terms of Accuracy,Precision and Recall. 
In all if we compare the results by deploying the modules and by observing the results through the three  graphs depicted above, we 
observe that MLP, Decision Tree and AdaBoost Algorithm give better accuracy, precision and recall values when we compare with 
other algorithms. 

X. CONCLUSION 
In the study, we analyzed machine learning techniques and their application to the field of spam filtering. A review of the  
algorithms been applied for classification of messages as either spam or ham is provided. The system architecture of email spam 
filter and the processes involved in filtering spam emails were looked into. The paper surveyed some of the publicly available 
datasets and performance metrics that can be used to measure the effectiveness and efficiency of any spam filter. The challenges of 
the machine learning algorithms in efficiently handling the menace of spam was pointed out and comparative studies of the machine 
learning techniques available in literature was done. 
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